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Abstract: Data hiding is the technique of embedding data into video or audio media. With the
development of deep neural networks (DNN), the quality of images generated by novel data hiding
methods based on DNN is getting better. However, there is still room for the similarity between
the original images and the images generated by the DNN models which were trained based on the
existing hiding frameworks to improve, and it is hard for the receiver to distinguish whether the
container image is from the real sender. We propose a framework by introducing a key_img for using
the over-fitting characteristic of DNN and combined with difference image grafting symmetrically,
named difference image grafting deep hiding (DIGDH). The key_img can be used to identify whether
the container image is from the real sender easily. The experimental results show that without
changing the structures of networks, the models trained based on the proposed framework can
generate images with higher similarity to original cover and secret images. According to the analysis
results of the steganalysis tool named StegExpose, the container images generated by the hiding
model trained based on the proposed framework is closer to the random distribution.

Keywords: DIGDH; image hiding; framework of image hiding; high capacity data hiding

1. Introduction

With the progress of machine learning and the rapid development of DNN, great
achievements have been made in many fields, while it has also shown good performance
in the field of data hiding [1–4]. Image hiding is one category of data hiding [5]. Data
hiding based on deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) has developed rapidly in
the past few years. The hiding capacity of image hiding based on DCNN—such as hiding
data with deep networks (HiDDeN) [6] and end-to-end image steganography [7]—can
be several times greater or more than traditional image hiding algorithms such as highly
undetectable stego (Hugo) [8] and wavelet obtained weights (WOW) [9]. The three main
characteristics of data hiding are the capacity of hiding, security and robustness, but the
most basic requirement of data hiding is to try not to modify the cover. According to the
different forms of secret information, image hiding can be divided into hiding an image
message into another image and hiding a binary message into an image [10]. According to
the different emphasis of image hiding, image hiding can be divided into high capacity data
hiding, secure steganography and robust image watermarking [4]. High capacity image
hiding is characterized by a large amount of secret information embedded in the cover
image which means the sender can hide one or more secret images into one cover image to
generate the container image and transmit it to the receiver through the public channel,
and the receiver can obtain the revealed secret image from the container image. Secure
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steganography is more inclined to anti steganalysis than high capacity image hiding. Robust
image watermarking requires the ability of anti modification [4,11]. For the convenience
of description, we call the original cover images and the original secret images as the
original images, the container images and the revealed secret images which generated by
the network models as the generated images in this article.

Until the universal deep hiding (UDH) framework has been proposed by Zhang et al.
in [10], researchers improve the effects of image hiding and revelation mainly by intro-
ducing new neural network models or improving the existing neural network models
on the basis of cover-dependent deep hiding (DDH). The cover image and the secret im-
age concatenated by a separable convolution with residual block (SCR) was proposed by
Wu et al. in [12]. A new cost function to reduce the influence of noise in the generated
container image called the variance loss is proposed by Wu et al. in [13]. A pyramid pooling
module [14] based encoder–decoder architecture is used for hiding and the structure of the
reveal network that is similar to its hiding network named StegoPNet was proposed by
Duan et al. in [15]. Three networks, namely pre-processing (P) network, hiding network
and reveal network were proposed by Baluja et al. in [16].

Figure 1 shows the DDH consisting of DDH without the pre-processing (P) net-
work [12] and DDH with the pre-processing (P) network [17].

Figure 1. Existing framework without (a) or with (b) P network of DDH.

In Figure 2, the sender could input one secret image into the hiding network H and
add the output of H to any one of the cover images to obtain the corresponding container
image of each cover image. As described in [10], the dependence on the cover images of
models trained based on UDH is not high. The container images are transmitted from the
sender to the receiver through the public channel, and the receiver can obtain the revealed
secret image by using the reveal network R.

Figure 2. Universal deep hiding (UDH) framework proposed in [10].

What has been verified by us in the experiments is that the over-fitting feature of
DCNN can improve the effects of image hiding, but the selection of cover cannot be very
flexible, while difference image grafting symmetrically can solve the problem of excessive
cover dependence exactly. We propose a framework with one key_img which can generate
images that are more similar to the original images in this article, this framework is named
difference image grafting deep hiding.

The main contributions of our works in this article are summarized as follows:
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1. We propose a novel image hiding framework with the characteristic of symmetry
in which the receiver can use the right key_img and R to determine whether the
container image is generated by the real sender.

2. We combine the over-fitting characteristic of DNN and the method of difference image
grafting symmetrically to generate quality images that with higher similarity to the
original images.

3. The ROC curves drawn according to the analysis results of one kind of batch loss-
less images steganalysis tool which named StegExpose [18] show that the images
generated by our proposed framework is closer to the random distribution.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 is about the related work;
Section 3 is the description of the proposed framework; Section 4 is the experimental results
and analysis; Section 5 is about the conclusion of this article.

2. Related Work

According to the different forms of secret information, image hiding can be divided
into hiding a binary message into an image and hiding an image message into another
image. No matter what information needs to be hidden, it needs corresponding theories
to support.

2.1. Hiding a Binary Message into an Image

As early as 2011, DNN based steganography and watermarking were proposed by
ISAC et al. in [19]. There is a method of hiding binary messages into images in an
end-to-end manner against DNN is proposed by Hayes et al. [20]. However, Zhu et al.
proposed a method to hide the binary message as a watermarking in the image and use
adversarial training to minimize the artificial effect on the cover in HiDDeN [6]. A kind of
the hyperlink is encoded into binary bits and hidden in the cover image and DNN models
can be trained to perform robust encoding and decoding of physical photos was proposed
by Tancik et al. [21]. While the focus of these methods is on the trade-off among capacity,
security and robustness.

2.2. Hiding an Image into Another Image

A kind of separable convolution with residual block named SCR which can be used
to concatenate the cover image and the secret image, the concatenated image is given as
the input to the encoder for generating the container image which is fed to the decoder to
output the decoded secret image was proposed by Wu et al. [12]. Later, Wu et al. proposed
a new cost function in order to reduce the effect of noise in the generated container image
which named the variance loss [13]. The framework with three networks of hiding an
image into another is proposed by Baluja [16,17] which is named DDH with P as we can
see as Figure 1b.

2.3. Model Formulation

The theoretical basis of two mainstream frameworks will be described in detail in this
section, because of DDH with P is very similar to that without P, here is only the description
of DDH without P. In order to facilitate the description, the following simplified symbols
are used in the following content if without a special instruction.

c represents cover image
s represents secret image
c′ represents container image
s′ represents revealed secret image
H represents Hiding network model
R represents Reveal network model
θH represents the parameters of Hiding network model
θR represents the parameters of Reveal network model
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Image hiding based on DDH is combined with the cover image and secret image as
the input of H and output the c′, the formula of the process of hiding is:

c′ = H(c, s; θH) (1)
The process of secret image revelation based on DDH is to input the c′ into R and

output the s′, the formula of the process of secret revelation is:

s′ = R
(
c′; θR

)
= R(H(c, s; θH); θR)

(2)

The purpose of training H is to enhance the similarity between c and c′. In other words,
the purpose of training H is to get better θH which can reduce the difference between c and
c′ as much as possible [4], the formula of process of training H is as follows:

θ∗H = arg min
θH

distc
(
c, c′
)

= arg min
θH

distc(c, H(c, s; θH))
(3)

Similar to the purpose of training H, the purpose of training R is to obtain better θR
which can reduce the difference between s and s′ as much as possible [4].The formula of
process of training R is as follows:

θ∗R = arg min
θR

dists
(
s, s′
)

= arg min
θR

dists
(
s, R
(
c′; θR

))
= arg min

θR
dists(s, R(H(c, s; θH); θR))

(4)

The hiding process based on UDH is that the sender could take the secret image as
the input of H directly, and add the output of H to a cover to get the container image, the
formula of hiding is as follows:

c′ = H(s; θH) + c (5)

According to the formula (5), it can be concluded that the purpose of the image hiding
process based on UDH is to obtain better θH which can make the difference between c and
c′ smaller and smaller, the formula of training H is as follows:

θ∗H = arg min
θH

distc
(
c, c′
)

= arg min
θH

distc(c, H(s; θH) + c)
(6)

The process of secret revelation based on UDH is that the receiver could take c′ as the
input of R to obtain s′, the formula of secret revelation is as follows:

s′ = R
(
c′; θR

)
= R(H(s; θH) + c; θR)

(7)

and the formula of training R based on UDH is as follows:

θ∗R = arg min
θR

dists
(
s, s′
)

= arg min
θR

dists
(
s, R
(
c′; θR

))
= arg min

θR
dists(s, R(H(s; θH) + c; θR))

(8)

In [10], there is another method to reveal the secret image with better effect, that is,
take the difference image between the container image and the cover image as the input of
R, the formula of this process is as follows:

s′ = R
((

c′ − c
)
; θR
)

= R(((H(s; θH) + c)− c); θR)
(9)

the better results of revelation based on formula (9) are used to compare with the proposed.
The mean squared error (MSE) loss function is used to constraint the networks’ training

process and the backpropagation algorithm [22] is used to drive the networks to contin-
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uously adjust the weights to complete the networks’ training, image hiding consists of
hiding and revelation. Specifically, the global loss function is expressed as follows:

lSum = lH + α · lR

=
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∥∥c′ − c
∥∥2

+ α · 1
n

n

∑
i=1

∥∥s′ − s
∥∥2 (10)

where α is used to adjust the heft between H and R.

3. Proposed Framework

Among the existing methods of image hiding, whether it is based on traditional
algorithms or DCNN, the purpose of hiding the secret is achieved by trying not to modify
the cover image in order not to reduce the similarity between the original images and
generated images, DIGDH is also committed to this. DIGDH with the characteristics of
symmetry, which requires the sender and receiver to hold the same right key_img can
obtain the normal container image and revealed secret image.

As is shown in Figure 3, a three-step framework of image hiding is proposed by us,
and the specific steps are as follows:

1. The secret image and key_img are combined as the input of the hiding network and
output a key_img with secret.

2. The key_img with secret obtained in the first step is used to minus the key_img
to obtain a difference image and add it to the cover image to obtain the container
image, the sender could transmit the container image to the receiver through the
public channel.

3. The receiver can use the container image to minus the cover image to obtain the
difference image between them and add it to the key_img as the input of R to obtain
the revealed secret image.

In the process hiding and revelation, the acquisition process of difference and differ-
ence’ with the characteristic of symmetry, and the grafting process of them also with the
characteristic of symmetry.

The formula of the hiding process based on DIGDH is as follows:

c′ = H
(

key −img, s; θH
)
− key−img + c (11)

Figure 3. The proposed difference image grafting based deep hiding framework.
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In order to endow the trained models with the ability to generate high quality images,
key_img is used to train DNN models with over-fitting characteristic, and also as the
background image to obtain difference images. At the same time, in order to reduce the
difference between c and c′ as much as possible, we need to get better θH based on the
Formula (12) which is applied to train the hiding network model:

θ∗H = arg min
θH

distc
(
c, c′
)

= arg min
θH

distc
(
c, H

(
key −img, s; θH

)
− key−img + c

) (12)

The formula of the process of revealing secret based on DIGDH is as follows:

s′ = R
(
c′ − c + key−img; θR

)
= R((H(key−img, s; θH)− key−img + c)− c + key−img; θR)

(13)

correspondingly, we use the Formula (14) to train R based on DIGDH:

θ∗R = arg min
θR

dists
(
s, s′
)

= arg min
θR

dists
(
s, R
(
c′ − c + key−img; θR

))
= arg min

θR
dists(s, R((H(key−img, s; θH)− key−img + c)− c + key−img; θR))

(14)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

The dataset used in the experiments in this article is from the ImageNet [23], which
contains 48,000 images are randomly selected as the training set, 6000 images are used as
the verification set, and 6000 images are used as the test set, the images in the experiments
are RGB images with the size of 256 × 256. The experiments are completed in the Ubuntu
18.4, the hiding and reveal network models are built based on pytorch 1.2.0 and the version
of Python is 3.6.2. The Adm optimizer is used to optimize the models, at the same time, the
initial learning rate of each network model is 0.001, and the batch_size of training is 40. The
value of α appeared in the Formula (10) is set to 0.75, the constructed models have been
deployed on two GeForce GTX 1080 8G Graphics Cards for training. We take the optimal
check point as the final hiding model and reveal model. The hiding network model and
reveal network model have been proposed in the StegoPNet [15] are used in the experiment
as the H and R of DIGDH, the models based on DIGDH have been trained for 200 epochs,
and the optimal check point is obtained at the 188th epoch.

4.1. Subjective Analysis

As mentioned in this article, only using the right key_img can the sender get the
normal container image and the receiver get the normal revealed image, it can be found
from the analysis and observation of Figure 4 according to Table 1.

What has to be mentioned here is that the right key is the key_img which has been
used in the process of training the network models, on the contrary, the wrong key is an
image is unrelated to the process of training the models but used as the key_img. Let us
get started with Figure 4 which is made up of eight columns and nine rows, and the eight
columns of Figure 4 corresponding to eight rows in Table 1. In Table 1, row A means to
hide with the right key_img and reveal with the right key_img, row B means to hide with
the right key_img but reveal with the wrong key_img, the remaining rows have the same
rules with row A and B.
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Table 1. The key_imgs reference table of Figure 4.

Group Key of Hiding Key of Revelation

A right key right key
B right key wrong key
C wrong key right key
D wrong key wrong key
E wrong key right key
F wrong key wrong key
G white (wrong) key right key
H black (wrong) key right key

Figure 4. The comparison of hiding and revealing effects when using different key_imgs, columns
A-H correspond to rows with the same name in Table 1. Lines 1–9 are the images in experiment of
DIGDH, which are numbered for convenience of description. The content represented by each line
refers to the simplified symbol on the rightmost of current line.

In Figure 4, among A1 to H9, A1 to A6 are the images in the normal process of DIGDH,
others are when the sender or receiver does not have the right key_img or original cover
image. From A6 to H9, except that A6 looks like a normal image, the rest of them with
distortion more or less. The seventh row is the revelation results when the receiver only
holds the container images, the revelation effects of row 9 perform not so better than that
in the row 7, and the receiver just holds the key_img of R extraly. In row 8 compared to
row 7, the receiver only holds one more cover image, and the eye can see a significant
improvement in the revelation effects of R.

As can be seen from columns C and F, even if the sender and receiver use the same
key_img but not the right key_img, container image and revealed secret image will be with
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noise, to say nothing of using different key_imgs such as columns B, D and E. As can be
seen from columns G and H, when the pixel values of key_img are 0 or 255, the container
image has no obvious noise than the cover image, but the receiver only needs to use the
right key_img and R to distinguish whether the container image is from the real sender. In
other words, the receiver can find out whether the right key_img is used in generating the
container image by observing the revealed secret image.

In order to observe the hiding effects intuitively, there shows the difference images
between original images and generated images of StegoPNet [15] based on different frame-
works in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The comparison of difference images between the generated images and the original images
based on DDH, UDH and DIGDH, A, B, and C are three groups of randomly selected test results.

In Figure 5, A, B, and C are three groups of randomly selected test results, and each of
them as one comparison diagram. Each comparison diagram is divided into four columns
and six rows. The first row is the original cover image c, c′ of DDH, c′ of UDH and c′

of DIGDH from left to right, and the second row is the difference images between the
image directly above the column and c. Because the pixel values of difference images are
very small, in order to get clearer observation, we enlarge the values of the second row
by 10 times to get the third row. The fourth row is the original secret images, s′ of DDH,
s′ of UDH and s′ of DIGDH from left to right. The fifth and sixth rows are the images of
difference images between s′ and s, and the corresponding rules can ben consulted from
the second and third rows.

Figure 5 displays that the trained hiding model can generate container images with
high similarity to the original cover images, and the trained reveal model can obtain
revealed secret images with high similarity to the original secret images. Therefore, we
selected two groups from the test data randomly to observe the influence of the trained
hiding model and the reveal model on the histogram of each image.

In Figure 6, we selected two groups of test images randomly to observe the images’
changes and histograms’ changes before and after processing of models. We found that the
histogram change of each image is not so obvious.
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Figure 6. The comparison of the original images and generated images and the change of their
RGB-channel histograms, c1 and c2 are the original cover images, s1 and s2 are the original secret
images, c1′ and c2′ are the container images generated by the hiding network model, and s1′ and s2′

are the revealed secret images generated by the reveal network model, and below each image is the
corresponding histogram of its.

4.2. Objective Analysis

The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [24] and structural similarity (SSIM) [25] are
used to measure the experimental results in this article. In the field of image hiding, the
PSNR is usually used to measure the quality of the images generated by trained models,
the higher value of PSNR between generated image and original image, the higher the
similarity of them. The formula of PSNR is as follows:

PSNR = 10 · lg
(

MAX2
I

MSE

)
= 20 · lg

(
MAXI√

MSE

)
(15)

where MAXI represents the maximum possible value of image point pixel, here MAXI =
2n − 1. In this article, for the reason that the images in the experiments which are RGB
color images with three channels, and the pixels of each channel are represented by 8 bits,
consequently, the value of MAXI should be 255 here.

There is a well-known quality metric used to measure the similarity between two
images named SSIM, and is regarded to be correlated with the quality perception of the
human visual system (HVS). In contrast to using error summation methods of traditional,
the SSIM is designed by modeling the image distortion as a combination of three different
factors that are luminance distortion, loss of correlation and contrast distortion. Given two
images named X and Y, respectively, the value of SSIM of the two images can be calculated
as follows:

SSIM(X, Y) =

(
2µxµy + c1

)(
2σxy + c2

)(
µ2

x + µ2
y + c1

)(
σ2

x + σ2
y + c2

) (16)

where µx and µy represent the average values of X and Y, respectively, σ2
x and σ2

y represent
the variance of X and Y, respectively, σxy represents the covariance between X and Y, c1
and c2 are use to maintain a stable constant in order to avoid the denominator being 0.

Researchers use relative capacity to measure the load capacity of the scheme in the
field of image hiding based DCNN as usual, and the calculation method of relative capacity
is as follows:

Relative capacity =
Absolute capacity

size o f image
(17)

We apply H and R with the same structures as the models in [15] to DIGDH, and
apply H and R with the same structures as the models in [10] to DIGDH. The experimental
results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The table of comparative analysis of average PSNR and SSIM of hiding and revelation.

Framework Based Method PSNR(c, c′), SSIM(c, c′) PSNR(s, s′), SSIM(s, s′) RC

[10] based [26] 39.13, 0.985 39.18, 0.992 1
DIGDH based [26] 39.64, 0.983 40.29, 0.991 1

DDH based [15] 40.48, 0.986 38.97, 0.985 1
DIGDH based [15] 42.35, 0.988 41.67, 0.991 1

In Table 2, we use RC to represent the relative capacity, what we can see is that when
the relative capacity is 1, the PSNR and SSIM between the container images obtained based
on DIGDH and the original cover images are higher, and the PSNR and SSIM between the
revealed secret images and the original secret images are still outstanding.

In order to illustrate the effect of DIGDH on reducing models’ loss, the change of loss
during the models’ training is shown as Figure 7. The loss is calculated by the Formula (10).

Figure 7. The change of loss during models’ training based on DIGDH.

We compared the losses of training StegoPNet based on DDH and DIGDH, and the
results are shown in Table 3. Obviously, the loss function value corresponding to the images
generated by the models based on DIGDH training is smaller.

Table 3. The loss function value of StegoPNet based on the DDH and DIGDH.

Epoch Loss Based DIGDH Loss Based DDH

20 2.8897× 10−4 7.8497× 10−4

40 1.3723× 10−4 4.7537× 10−4

60 1.0605× 10−4 4.3778× 10−4

80 8.8538× 10−5 4.3683× 10−4

We also use the steganalysis detection tool which named StegExpose [18] to analyze
our experimental results which consist of StegoPNet based on DDH and StegoPNet based
on DIGDH, and the corresponding receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are
drown according to the analysis results.

As we can see from Figure 8, the ROC curve of DIGDH is closer to random dis-
tribution. Only an image hiding framework has been proposed by us rather than a
secure steganography.
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Figure 8. The ROC curves of StegoPNet based on DIGDH and DDH.

From Figure 8 we can observe whether the DIGDH brings negative impacts to the
original network models.

5. Conclusions

The existing mainstream deep hiding frameworks mainly consist of DDH and UDH.
However, based on the training models of these two frameworks, there is still room for
improvement in the similarity between the generated images and the original images,
and it is hard for the receiver to distinguish whether the encrypted image comes from the
real sender.

We propose a novel hiding framework named DIGDH, which combines the over-
fitting characteristic of DNN and the grafting method of difference image. When the
relative capacity is 1, the models trained based on DIGDH can generate images with
higher similarity to the original images, and the receiver can identify whether the container
image comes from the real sender easily. DIGDH can better explore the potential of the
network models.

However, DIGDH still with some shortcomings. Similar to UDH, the receiver needs to
have the original cover image to obtain the revealed secret images but DDH does not need.
UDH can be used for robust watermarking, but DIGDH does not have this ability or has
yet to be developed.

For the DNN, the results of over-fitting in most cases are contrary to the researchers’
expectations. Similarly, we also encounter this problem in the research process, but we can
avoid the disadvantages of over-fitting through the method of difference image grafting,
and we can also make use of its advantages. We have learned the idea of turning waste
into treasure from this study and will apply it to future scientific research.
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